Fugitive Particulate Matter Emissions to the Atmosphere from Tracked and Wheeled Vehicles in a Desert Region by Hybrid-Optical Remote Sensing
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ABSTRACT

A hybrid-optical remote sensing (hybrid-ORS) method was developed to quantify mass emission factors (EFs) for fugitive particulate matter with aerodynamic diameters \( \leq 10 \mu m \) (PM\(_{10}\)) and \( \leq 2.5 \mu m \) (PM\(_{2.5}\)). In-situ range-resolved extinction coefficient and concurrent point measurements of PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) mass concentrations are used to quantify two-dimensional (2-D) PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) mass concentration profiles. Integration of each 2-D mass concentration profile with wind data, event duration, and source type provides the corresponding fugitive PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) EFs. This method was used to quantify EFs for fugitive PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) emitted from tracked and wheeled vehicles travelling on unpaved roads in a desert region. The EFs for tracked vehicles ranged from 206 g/km to 1,738 g/km for PM\(_{10}\) and from 78 g/km to 684 g/km for PM\(_{2.5}\), depending on vehicle speed and vehicle type. The EFs for the wheeled vehicle ranged from 223 g/km to 4,339 g/km for PM\(_{10}\) and from 44 g/km to 1,627 g/km for PM\(_{2.5}\). Field implementation of the hybrid-ORS method demonstrates that the method can rapidly capture multiple profiles of the PM plumes and is well suited for improved quantification of fugitive PM EFs from vehicles traveling on unpaved roads.
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INTRODUCTION

Concentrations of particulate matter (PM) with aerodynamic diameters \( \leq 10 \mu m \) (PM\(_{10}\)) and \( \leq 2.5 \mu m \) (PM\(_{2.5}\)) have positive correlations with the occurrence of human respiratory and cardiac illnesses (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). PM impairs visibility (Watson, 2002) and influences climate change by scattering and absorbing solar radiation (Storelvmo et al., 2011). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream (Dockery and Pope, 1994; Pope and Dockery, 2006). Fugitive PM refers to PM that is discharged to the atmosphere, but not in a confined flow stream. According to the 2011 U.S. National Emissions Inventory (NEI), of the primary combined natural and anthropogenic PM emissions to the atmosphere, fugitive emissions from all paved and unpaved roads were 54% and 23% of the PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) emissions, respectively (U.S. EPA, 2015b). NEI estimates are based on PM mass emission factors (EFs) in U.S. EPA’s AP-42 database and are rated as highly uncertain (U.S. EPA, 2015a). The high uncertainty reflects the nature of fugitive emission plumes that can: 1) have short lifetimes (often less than one minute) (McFarland et al., 2007; Du et al., 2013), 2) exist with large spatial scales (tens to hundreds of meters) (Du et al., 2011a), 3) can travel aloft, and 4) be heterogeneous (McFarland et al., 2007). There remains a need for improving the accuracy of fugitive PM EFs (Du et al., 2011a) with measurement methods appropriate for the characteristics of fugitive PM plumes to improve national and global PM emission inventories.

Optical remote sensing (ORS) methods are well suited to quantify fugitive PM EFs because they allow real-time and in-situ monitoring of emissions and they measure multiple cross-sections of the plumes over a large range of length scales (tens to hundreds of meters) over time periods of tens of seconds. Thus, ORS methods have the potential to facilitate fast and cost-effective updating of EFs according to the needs of NEIs (NARSTO, 2005; Miller et al., 2006). Another method used for estimating fugitive PM EFs is the
flux tower method, where fugitive PM EFs are quantified with multiple point-measurements of PM mass concentrations, using optically-based instruments (i.e., DustTraks™). The instruments are located in vertical and horizontal arrays mounted on one or more towers (Gillies et al., 2005; Kuhrs et al., 2010), so that multiple areas of the plume can be sampled simultaneously. As with other optical methods, to allow quantification of PM mass EFs, ORS measurements entail conversion of optical measurements into PM mass concentrations. This is typically achieved by quantifying the mass extinction efficiency (MEE) values of the PM, which is defined as the ratio of the measured light extinction to measured PM mass concentration.

Some fugitive PM mobile sources have been characterized previously by ORS methods. These include movement of vehicles on unpaved roads (Gillies et al., 2005; Du et al., 2011b), movement of helicopters over unpaved surface (Du et al., 2011b), movement of agricultural tractor (Holmén et al., 1998) and harvesters (Faulkner et al., 2009), and open burning and detonation (Yuen et al., 2014). Fugitive PM EFs of military and civilian vehicles have been compared using flux tower method, for vehicles traveling from 10 to 80 km/hr, and vehicle masses between 1 and 17 tonnes (Gillies et al., 2005).

This paper describes a new hybrid-ORS method and its results from field implementation to measure fugitive PM EFs for PM10 and PM2.5 for tracked and wheeled military vehicles traveling on unpaved roads in a desert region. The difference between the ORS method reported in Du et al. (2011a) and this hybrid-ORS method is in the way the MEE values for PM10 and PM2.5 are determined. In the earlier ORS method, MEE values were determined by first determining particle size distributions (PSDs) using wavelength-dependent light extinction measurements obtained with an open path-laser transmissometer (OP-LT) and an open-path Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer. Then, MEE values were calculated using PSDs and assumed particle density and refractive index using Mie-Lorenz theory (Varma et al., 2006; Du et al., 2011a). In the hybrid-ORS method reported here, MEE values are determined by simultaneously measuring real-time light extinction with an OP-LT and PM10 and PM2.5 mass concentrations with optically based DustTrak™ monitors. This hybrid-ORS method offers more operational simplicity, since a PM mass concentration monitor is used that does not require assumptions pertaining to particle density or refractive index. The hybrid-ORS method also enables measurement across the entire plume cross-section. The EFs determined by this hybrid-ORS method are then compared to EFs derived from the flux tower method and AP-42 models. Current AP-42 EFs for vehicle movement on unpaved industrial roads have been based on consideration of vehicles used in a variety of industries such as surface mining and construction, and they correspond to vehicles with masses between 2 and 260 tonnes, traveling from 8 to 69 km/hr. These values encompass the characteristics of the vehicles studied here which traveled from 8 to 69 km/hr with masses between 12 and 64 tonnes (U.S. EPA, 2015a).

EFs measured in this research may be used by facilities such as military and government agencies, for example in the assessment of contributions of vehicles to PM emissions and subsequently impacts of the operation of such vehicles on air quality. The method is also applicable to sources that produce fugitive PM plumes.

**METHODS**

**EF Measurement with the Hybrid-ORS Method**

EFs were determined by integrating two dimensional (2-D) PM mass concentration profiles during each plume event with wind speed, wind direction, and duration of each event (Eq. (1), Fig. 1):

\[
EF = \frac{1}{Y} \times \sum_{i=0}^{T} (\sum C_m(\Delta A, t) \Delta A) u(z) \cos \theta dt \quad (g \text{-PM/km}) \quad (1)
\]

where \(Y\) is the distance the vehicle traveled when the plume was measured during each plume event; \(T\) is total duration of the event; \(C_m(\Delta A, t)\) is the 2-D mass concentration profile of PM10 or PM2.5 in the plume at time, \(t\), within the differential area \(\Delta A\) (Fig. 2(a)); \(u(z)\) is the wind speed at the height \(z\); and \(\theta\) is the angle between the wind direction and the normal direction to the ORS observing plane during that event. Typical ranges of values for parameters in Eq. (1) are shown in Table 1. The integration of 2-D PM mass concentration profiles (Eq. (1)) was completed within the ORS observing plane using polar coordinates to define \(\Delta A\) with a longitudinal resolution of 15 m and vertical dimension defined by the scanning angle and the respective radial distance (Fig. 2(a)). Values of \(C_m(\Delta A, t)\) profiles for PM10 or PM2.5 were determined from the 2-D light extinction profiles, and PM10 or PM2.5 MEE values using Eq. (2):

\[
C_m(\Delta A, t) = \frac{\sigma(\Delta A, t)}{\text{MEE}} \quad (2)
\]

where \(\sigma(\Delta A, t)\) represents a 2-D extinction profile.

The 2-D light extinction profiles were determined from the range-resolved backscattered photon counts measured by the Micro-Pulse Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR; MPL) instrument (SigmaSpace, MPL-4B-527). To determine the 2-D light extinction profiles, the MPL was mounted on a vertically scanning positioner (ORBIT, Advanced Technologies, AL-4011-1E with control system AL-1613-3J) and pointed perpendicular to the plume’s path while scanning vertically through the plume (Fig. 2(b)). The region scanned by the MPL defines the ORS observing plane (Fig. 2(a)). The photon counts were measured as pulsed laser light emitted from the MPL and then backscattered by the plume’s PM toward the MPL’s detector. The photon counts were corrected, normalized and then converted to normalized relative backscatter (NRB) values (Campbell et al., 2002). To convert the 2-D NRB profiles to 2-D light extinction profiles the near-end LIDAR inversion technique was used (Fernald et al., 1972; Du et al., 2011a) with a reflective target that was located so that the plume was between the MPL and the target. The MPL recorded photon counts at 1 Hz for the entire duration of each plume.
The MEE values for PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ were determined from in-situ path-integrated total light extinction measurements divided by in-situ PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ point mass concentration measurements, respectively. Light extinction was measured with a custom OP-LT (IMACC Inc.), at 1.7 m above ground that was co-located along the horizontal path of the MPL (Fig. 2(b)). The OP-LT used a modulated He-Ne laser operating at 1 Hz and transmitted light at 670 nm that was then reflected to the detector of the OP-LT by a custom retroreflector. These path-integrated light extinction values for the fugitive PM were determined by considering the signals detected by the OP-LT when a plume was and was not passing between the laser source and the retroreflector. PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations were measured with calibrated light scattering DustTraks™ (Model 8520, TSI Inc.) at a rate of 1 Hz. The DustTraks™ were calibrated by comparing their light scattering measurements with gravimetric PM mass concentration measurements inside a dust resuspension chamber, for dust that was collected at the measurement site (Kuhns et al., 2010). The DustTraks™ were located on three vertical towers. One tower contained DustTraks™ at five different heights that measured both PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$. The other two towers contained DustTraks™ at five different heights that measured only PM$_{10}$ (Kuhns et al., 2010). The average PM$_{10}$ mass concentrations obtained at the lowest located DustTraks™ on all three towers and the PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations obtained at the lowest located DustTraks™ on one tower, all located at a height of 1.7 m, were used to calculate the PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ MEE values, respectively. The lowest located DustTraks™ were used seeing they corresponded to the same height as the optical path of the OP-LT and they were co-located along the same path as the OP-LT, so the DustTraks™ and OP-LT sampled similar masses of PM. MEE values were then determined by dividing the path-integrated and time-averaged total PM light extinction values from the OP-LT by the time-averaged PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations measured by the DustTraks™ for the duration of each plume (Hashmonay et al., 2009). This method assumes that the averaged MEE values, describing the ratio of total PM light extinction to PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ concentration, are representative of the PM plume within the scanning plane of the MPL during each emission event.

Use of the OP-LT required a wavelength correction in the MEE values because the OP-LT and MPL measurements occurred at 670 nm and 527 nm, respectively. The wavelength correction factor was determined by considering the PSD measured before, in a similar desert environment
(Varma et al., 2006; Du et al., 2011a, b) and was varied by changing the mean diameter by number, so PM_{2.5}/PM_{10} was varied. Mie-Lorenz theory (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) was then used to calculate a wavelength correction factor for each selected PSD, assuming particles are spherical and a refractive index of 1.54 + 0i, a value that is representative of mineral dust. Based on values from Kandler et al. (2007), Petzold et al., (2009), Seinfeld et al. (2004), and Sokolik et al. (1993), the real part of refractive index ranges from 1.53 to 1.59, and imaginary part ranges from 0.3 × 10^{-3} to 9.0 × 10^{-3} for mineral dust. It was observed that the wavelength correction factor was linearly related to PM_{2.5}/PM_{10}. Linear regression resulted in the following wavelength correction factor:\[ \sigma_{ext527}/\sigma_{ext670} = 0.74 \times (PM_{2.5}/PM_{10}) + 0.68, \text{R}^2 = 0.97 \text{for six data points}, \] that was used to convert the extinction coefficient at 670 nm (\(\sigma_{ext670}\)) to the extinction coefficient at 527 nm (\(\sigma_{ext527}\)), which was used to calculate the MEE values. These MEE values of PM_{10} and PM_{2.5} were combined.
with the MPL extinction coefficient measurements to obtain 2-D mass concentration profiles of PM_{10} and PM_{2.5}.

Wind speeds were determined with 2-D cup anemometers (Wind Sentry, R. M. Young) measured at five elevations (1.87, 2.80, 4.20, 6.65, and 9.34 m) and wind direction was determined with a wind vane placed at 9.34 m (Wind Sentry, R. M. Young). The anemometers and wind vane were co-located on the three towers with the DustTraks™. Power law regressions were fitted to the measured wind speed values to determine wind speed at the heights of the light extinction measurements (U.S. EPA, 2000). Wind direction was treated as a constant value for each plume event. Duration of each plume event was determined by the amount of time the plume passed through the vertical measurement plane detected by the MPL. The duration of a sampling event begins when the MPL first detects non-zero light extinction at the ground level scan. The duration ends when the MPL no longer detects non-zero light extinction at the ground level scan.

Field Site and Vehicle Information

The hybrid-ORS method was implemented during September 2008 at a desert perennial site located at Fort Carson, CO, USA. The three types of tracked vehicles tested and their masses are: M88 (HERCULES, 63.5 tonne), M270 (MLRS, 24.9 tonne), and M577 (12.3 tonne). A wheeled vehicle, Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTT, 20.0 tonne), was also tested. These vehicles traveled along unpaved roads parallel to the measurement plane and perpendicular to wind direction. Each vehicle travelled at speeds between 8 and 32 km/hr and at their maximum speed. A Global Positioning System (GPS) was placed in the vehicles to monitor vehicle position and speed.

Two unpaved roads were selected for the measurements to accommodate changes in wind direction during the field campaign. The optical paths of the ORS instruments were parallel to and 35 m downwind from either road (Fig. 2(b)). The setback distance between the MPL and the OP-LT was 185 m for Site 1 and 105 m for Site 2. The distance between the MPL and the MPL’s reflective target was 790 m for Site 1 and 445 m for Site 2 to ensure the detected plumes were between the MPL and the MPL’s reflective target. This means that the plume is too opaque (< 1% light transmission). High opacity results in high uncertainty in determining the light extinction profile.

Data Analysis

Results from the hybrid-ORS measurements were compared with those from the flux tower measurements reported by Kuhns et al. (2010) and estimated using AP-42 EFs. Mean Percentage Differences (MPDs) between the hybrid-ORS results and results from the flux tower method or AP-42 model for each vehicle were estimated by Eq. (3):

$$\text{MPD} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \text{EF}_{\text{hyb, } i} - \text{EF}_{\text{ORS, } i} \right) \times 100\%$$

In Eq. (3), $\text{EF}_{\text{hyb}}$ is the EF determined by a method/model alternative to the hybrid-ORS method (i.e., flux tower method or AP-42 model), $\text{EF}_{\text{ORS}}$ is the EF determined by the hybrid-ORS method, $i$ refers to the EF data point at a select vehicle type and speed, and $N$ refers to total number of vehicle speeds tested for a particular vehicle. EFs determined by the flux tower method were linearly interpolated to the average vehicle speeds used with the hybrid-ORS method to allow comparison of EFs from the two methods, at the same vehicle speed range.

AP-42 model uses Eqs. (4) and (5) for industrial roads and publicly accessible roads, respectively (U.S. EPA, 2015a):

$$\text{EF} = 281.9k \left( \frac{S}{12} \right)^{0.9} \left( \frac{W}{2.721} \right)^{0.45} \left( m - 0.5 \right)^{-0.2} - C$$

$$\left( \text{g-PM/km} \right)$$

$$\text{EF} = 281.9k' \left( \frac{S}{12} \right)^{0.9} \frac{W}{V \left( m - 0.5 \right)^{-0.2} - C}$$

$$\left( \text{g-PM/km} \right)$$

where $k = 0.15$ for PM_{10} and $k' = 1.5$ for PM_{2.5}. s is silt content (32%, Kuhns et al., 2010)), $W$ is mean vehicle mass (tonne), $k' = 0.18$ for PM_{10} and $k' = 1.8$ for PM_{2.5}, $V$ is mean vehicle speed (km/hr), $m$ is surface soil moisture content (% by mass), and $C$ is PM mass EF due to vehicle exhaust, brake wear, and tire wear (g/km) (U.S. EPA, 2015a).
C is negligible compared to the fugitive PM emissions (< 1% of fugitive PM emissions, U.S. EPA, 2011). Note that the AP-42 model for industrial roads does not include vehicle speed but includes vehicle mass as a parameter, while the model for publicly accessible roads includes vehicle speed but does not include vehicle mass as a parameter. Moreover, the model for industrial roads applies to vehicles ranging from 1.8 to 260 tonnes and from 8 to 69 km/hr, while the model for publicly accessible roads applies to vehicles ranging from 1.4 to 2.7 tonnes and 16 to 88 km/hr. While the vehicle speeds used with the hybrid-ORS measurements were within the range of the speeds used for both models and the vehicle masses were within the range of the masses used for the industrial road model, the vehicle masses were between 4 and 23 times larger than the range of masses used for the publicly accessible road model. Both AP-42 models also only consider vehicles that have four or more wheels (U.S. EPA, 2015a). However, three out of four vehicles used in this research are tracked vehicles. For the above reasons, discrepancies between results from the hybrid-ORS method and AP-42 models may exist.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A series of the resulting 2-D PM\(_{10}\) mass concentration profiles is shown in Fig. 3 to provide graphical insight about the length and time scales of a fugitive PM event caused by a HEMTT vehicle traveling at 24 km/hr on an unpaved road. EF statistics for PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) determined by the hybrid-ORS method versus vehicle speed are presented in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The EF data were first classified into vehicle speed ranges. The means and standard deviations of EF data within the same speed range were then calculated and plotted as data points and vertical lines, respectively. The EFs for tracked vehicles ranged from 206 g/km to 1,738 g/km for PM\(_{10}\) and from 78 g/km to 684 g/km for PM\(_{2.5}\), depending on vehicle speed and vehicle type. The EFs for the wheeled vehicle ranged from 223 g/km to 4,339 g/km for PM\(_{10}\) and from 44 g/km to 1,627 g/km for PM\(_{2.5}\).

Linear, quadratic, and power law regressions were completed to fit the data for each vehicle type. The power law regression resulted in the largest mean correlation coefficients (R\(^2\)). AP-42 models also fit parameters using the power law (U.S. EPA, 2015a), thus comparison of results from the hybrid-ORS and from AP-42 is facilitated by using the same model. Power law regressions of PM EFs obtained with the hybrid-ORS method are provided as a function of vehicle speed and EF in Table 2.

For both PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\), we compared normalized EFs versus vehicle speed for four vehicles measured in this field campaign to facilitate comparison of results with Gillies et al. (2005). To obtain normalized EFs, the ratios of EFs at select speeds to the EF at maximum speed are calculated for each vehicle (Fig. 6). Linear fits were forced through the origin. A t-test was also performed to examine if the slopes for tracked and wheeled vehicles are significantly different (sample sizes and t-test results are shown in Table 3). R\(^2\) values for the linear regressions of the normalized PM\(_{10}\) EFs versus vehicle speed are larger than the normalized PM\(_{2.5}\) EFs versus vehicle speed, especially for tracked vehicles. The slopes of the linear fits for the wheeled vehicle’s normalized PM\(_{10}\) EFs versus vehicle speed support the result by Gillies et al. (2005), where results by both us and Gillies et al. are 0.014. The t-test shows that the slopes for tracked and wheeled vehicles are not significantly different from each other at 95% confidence level for both PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) (p-values > 0.94 > 0.05).

The relationship between the slope of PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) EF versus vehicle speed [(g/km)/(km/hr)] and the vehicle’s mass (kg) were also examined and shown in Fig. 7. To obtain the slope of PM EF versus vehicle speed, linear regression between each vehicle’s PM EF versus speed is obtained. The slopes of PM\(_{10}\) EF versus vehicle speed from Gillies et al. (2005) are also added in Fig. 7 for comparison. Our results show that the slopes of PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) EF versus vehicle speed are independent of vehicle masses for tracked vehicles. Linear regression significance tests of the results from the hybrid-ORS method show that p-values for PM\(_{10}\) and PM\(_{2.5}\) are 0.57 and 0.31, respectively, for the three tracked vehicles. Hence, there is not a statistically significant linear relationship between the slopes of PM EF versus vehicle speed and the vehicle masses at 95% confidence level. These results are in contrast to the results by Gillies et al. (2005), where a strong linear relationship for wheeled vehicles was observed, with slope of PM EF versus vehicle speed [(g/km)/(kg km/hr)] = 3 × vehicle masses (tonne), R\(^2\) = 0.95, for nine vehicles with masses between 1 and 18 tonnes. A possible explanation is that there may be an upper limit of road surface material that is available for resuspension, so further increase in vehicle mass does not necessarily increase the PM EF per unit speed. Our tested vehicles have larger masses than vehicles tested in Gillies et al. (2005), so it is possible that vehicles tested in Gillies et al. (2005) do not resuspend the maximum amount of road surface material, thus explaining the linear relationship reported by Gillies et al. (2005). The slope of PM\(_{10}\) EF of HEMTT versus speed is 62.2 (g/km)/(km/hr), while the slope of the same vehicle by Gillies et al. (2005) is 50 (g/km)/(km/hr).

Comparison of Results from Hybrid-ORS Method to Concurrent Flux Tower Method

Results from the hybrid-ORS and flux tower methods are compared and the results of EF versus vehicle speed are shown in Fig. 4 for PM\(_{10}\) and in Fig. 5 for PM\(_{2.5}\). MPD values for EFs from hybrid-ORS and flux tower EFs for all four vehicles are shown in Table 4, which range from –25% to 40% for PM\(_{10}\). There are no variances reported from the flux tower method to statistically test the difference between the hybrid-ORS and flux tower methods. EFs for PM\(_{2.5}\) from the flux tower method are not available.

In addition, results from the hybrid-ORS and flux tower methods for PM\(_{10}\) EF versus tracked vehicle momentum are compared and shown in Fig. 8. Kuhns et al. (2010) calculated the mean ratios of PM\(_{10}\) EF to vehicle momentum for tracked and wheeled vehicles at each site. We performed similar calculations and compared our results to Kuhns et al. (2010) in Table 5. The 95% confidence intervals for our results and Kuhns et al. results were also compared. For
Fig. 3. Example of evolution of PM\textsubscript{10} mass concentration profiles when a HEMTT vehicle passed at the speed of 24 km/hr, as it moves along a line parallel to the MPL observation plane and towards the MPL. The time elapsed between two consecutive profiles is 14 s.

For tracked vehicles, the confidence intervals for both data sets did not overlap, meaning that the differences between these data sets are significant at 95% confidence level. The mean ratio of our data (0.004 (g PM\textsubscript{10}/km)/(kg m/s)) is smaller than the mean ratio of data from Kuhns et al. (0.006 (g PM\textsubscript{10}/km)/(kg m/s)) at Site 1, and larger (0.009 (g PM\textsubscript{10}/km)/(kg m/s)) than data from Kuhns et al. (0.004 (g PM\textsubscript{10}/km)/(kg m/s)) at Site 2. For wheeled vehicles, the
confidence intervals overlapped, meaning that the differences between the data sets are insignificant at 95% confidence. From the above results, there is no strong evidence to support whether the flux tower EFs are generally larger or smaller than hybrid-ORS EFs. The two methods have inherent differences. The flux tower method provides PM mass concentrations measured with the light scattering based DustTraks™ that are mounted on towers to detect the cross-sections of the plumes. The hybrid-ORS method detects PM mass concentration by inferring light extinction measured by an MPL range-resolved laser beam that scans the plumes’ vertical cross-sections. The time resolution of the DustTraks™ used with the flux tower method and the hybrid-ORS is 1 Hz, whereas it takes 10–14 s for the ORS to complete a vertical scan. Moreover, ORS requires a longer setback distance from the area of measurement to measure taller plumes, which increases the area required to perform the ORS measurements. The ORS also requires a downwind distance so that the plume can disperse to the ORS scanning plane, but such distance introduces particle loss due to deposition. Such particle loss is believed to be insignificant. An earlier field campaign showed that PM10 loss is not measurable at a downwind distance of 100 m. Such results have also been compared with ISC3 model that only 4.3% of PM10 is removed at a downwind distance of 100 m (Etyemezian et al., 2004). Both methods have been shown applicable for the measurement of fugitive PM emissions factors. Further validation and method uncertainty quantification can be achieved under controlled environmental conditions (such as choosing a location with low variations of wind speed and direction during the experiment) and with use of known emissions (such as by means of using a high volume dust generator). Such experiments in the ambient are rare due to cost considerations but they are valuable for future implementation of novel measurement methods.

**Comparison of Results from Hybrid-ORS Method to AP-42 Model**

PM10 and PM2.5 EFs determined by the hybrid-ORS method were also compared with results from the AP-42 EFs for vehicles traveling on unpaved industrial and publicly accessible roads (Figs. 4 and 5 for PM10 and
Fig. 5. Comparison of measured PM$_{2.5}$ mass emission factors by hybrid-ORS method and modeled emission factors from AP-42 industrial road and publicly accessible road models.

Table 2. Power law regressions of PM mass emission factors as a function of speed for select vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle (traction)</th>
<th>Particle size range</th>
<th>Regression $^a$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Number of tested speeds</th>
<th>Number of events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M270 (tracked)</td>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>EF = 15$v^{1.17}$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>EF = 9$v^{1.07}$</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M577 (tracked)</td>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>EF = 2.87$v^{1.66}$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>EF = 0.51$v^{1.90}$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M88 (tracked)</td>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>EF = 15$v^{1.28}$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>EF = 15$0.31$v</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEMTT (wheeled)</td>
<td>PM$_{10}$</td>
<td>EF = 1.49$v^{1.98}$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>EF = 0.09$v^{2.42}$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$EF = PM mass emission factor (g/km), $v$ = vehicle speed (km/hr).

PM$_{2.5}$, respectively). Since AP-42 industrial road model is independent of vehicle speed (Eq. (4)), the lines for this model are horizontal. AP-42 publicly accessible road model, however, depends on vehicle speed (Eq. (5)), so the lines for this model are curved. MPDs between hybrid-ORS results and AP-42 industrial and publicly accessible roads modeled values for each vehicle are shown in Table 4. The MPDs between the EFs estimated by the hybrid-ORS method and those modeled by AP-42 for industrial roads for all test conditions range from 222% to 535% for PM$_{10}$, and from $-14\%$ to 76% for PM$_{2.5}$. The MPDs between EFs measured by the hybrid-ORS method and modeled by AP-42 for publicly accessible roads for all test conditions range from 10% to 34% for PM$_{10}$ and from $-81\%$ to $-49\%$ for PM$_{2.5}$.

MPD values show that PM$_{10}$ EFs provided by the AP-42 model for the industrial road were generally larger than EFs derived from the hybrid-ORS method. A similar trend was also reported regarding comparison between the flux tower method and the AP-42 model (Gillies et al., 2005; Kuhns et al., 2010). The AP-42 model for publicly accessible
Fig. 6. Linear regression plots of (a) PM$_{10}$ and (b) PM$_{2.5}$ normalized EFs (unitless) against vehicle speeds (km/hr) for the four vehicles measured in our field campaign. Normalized EF is defined as the ratio of EF at a specified vehicle speed to EF measured at the maximum speed for each vehicle.

Table 3. Linear regression statistics of PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ normalized EFs against vehicle speeds. Zero intercept was set for the linear regressions. Normalized EFs are the ratio of the EF to the EF at maximum speed for each vehicle. The p-values indicate that there is no significant difference between the slopes of tracked and wheeled vehicles for PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ at 95% confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Normalized PM$_{10}$ EF (-)</th>
<th>Normalized PM$_{2.5}$ EF (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>R$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four vehicles combined</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three tracked vehicles</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One wheeled vehicle</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine wheeled vehicles</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four vehicles are: M270 (tracked), M577 (tracked), M88 (tracked), and HEMTT (wheeled).

Nine wheeled vehicles are: Dodge Neon, Dodge Caravan, Ford Taurus, GMC G20 van, HMMWV, GMC C5500, HEMTT, M923A2, and M1078 LMTV (Gillies et al., 2005).

A sensitivity analysis was performed to examine the influence of refractive index and PSD on the wavelength corrections of MEE values. As the base case, we used refractive indices of 1.53–4.2 × 10$^{-3}$ for 527 nm (MPL) and 1.53–6.6 × 10$^{-3}$ for 670 nm (OP-LT) (Hess et al., 1998), PSD based on number concentrations (geometric mean diameter = 0.6 µm and geometric standard deviation = 1.8), and particle density of 2.6 g/cm$^3$ for mineral dust (Hess et al., 1998) to calculate the PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ MEEs for both wavelengths. As mentioned above, the real part of refractive index ranges from 1.53 to 1.59, and imaginary part ranges from 0.3 × 10$^{-3}$ to 9.0 × 10$^{-3}$ for mineral dust. A previous sensitivity analysis studied MEE values when the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index were varied from 1.35 to 1.60 and 0 to 0.01, respectively, and observed that MEE values ranged from 0.33 to 0.35 m$^2$/g (percent difference < 6%) (Du, 2007). Realizing that the imaginary part of the refractive index does not change MEE values substantially, MEE calculations in this sensitivity analysis were repeated by using only the real part of the refractive index values of 1.50, 1.53, and 1.60. PSDs were also varied by changing the mean number-based particle diameter from 0.4 to 0.7 µm and geometric standard deviation from 1.75 to 1.90. The chosen ranges are based on PSD data of desert dust obtained during a field campaign in Yuma, AZ (Du et al., 2011b). Particle diameter was integrated from 0.05 µm to 40 µm to calculate total PM extinction coefficients with the use of Mie-Lorenz Theory, and was integrated from 0.05 µm to 10 µm or from 0.05 µm to 2.5 µm to calculate PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration, respectively. MEE values at MPL and OP-LT wavelengths were then calculated from the total PM extinction coefficients and PM$_{10}$ or PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration. The wavelength correction factor was calculated by taking the ratios of OP-LT to MPL derived MEE values.

The wavelength correction factors are between 0.971 and 1.081 for the ranges of PSDs and refractive indices evaluated (Table 6). By varying the geometric mean diameters and...
standard deviations of PSDs from the base case, the wavelength correction factor varied < 5%. Therefore, the correction in MEE values due to wavelength difference between the OP-LT and MPL is not sensitive to either PSD or real refractive index for conditions experienced during the field campaign.

**Fig. 7.** Relationship between the slope of PM EF versus vehicle speed \((\text{g/km})/\text{(km/hr)}\) and vehicle mass (kg). Our data have three data points representing three tracked vehicles. Gillies et al. (2005) data have nine data points representing nine wheeled vehicles.

**Table 4.** Mean Percentage Differences (MPD) between hybrid-ORS emission factor results to corresponding results from the flux tower and AP-42 results for industrial roads and publicly accessible roads for each vehicle type. Flux tower measurements for PM\(_{2.5}\) are unavailable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site no.</th>
<th>Vehicle type</th>
<th>Flux tower measurement</th>
<th>AP-42 emission factor model for industrial road</th>
<th>AP-42 emission factor model for publicly accessible road</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MPD(^a) for PM(_{10}) (%)</td>
<td>MPD(^a) for PM(_{10}) (%)</td>
<td>MPD(^a) for PM(_{2.5}) (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M270</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M88</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M577</td>
<td>–22</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HEMTT</td>
<td>–25</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)MPD = mean percent difference (Eq. (3)).

**Fig. 8.** Comparison of hybrid-ORS and flux tower PM\(_{10}\) mass emission factors versus vehicle momentum for tracked vehicles.
Table 5. Comparison of PM\textsubscript{10} EF\textsubscript{s} that are normalized to their momentum for tracked and wheeled vehicles between our data and Kuhns \textit{et al.} (2010) data. Values are presented as the ratios ± uncertainty, which are standard deviations. Numbers in parentheses represent number of samples. Numbers in brackets show the corresponding 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10} EF/vehicle momentum ([g \text{ PM}_{10}/\text{km}/(kg \text{ m/s})])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 1 Tracked</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.003 (38) ([0.003, 0.005])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 2 Tracked</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.004 (9) ([0.007, 0.012])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 2 Wheeled</td>
<td>0.009 ± 0.007 (15) ([0.005, 0.013])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Sensitivity analysis of mass extinction efficiency (MEE) correction factors, described by the ratio of MEE values at red (670 nm) to green (527 nm) wavelengths, for three real parts of the refractive indices. In table a) the geometric standard deviation (GSD) is 1.8 and the mean diameters range from 0.4 to 0.7 µm. In table b) the mean diameter is 0.5 µm and the GSDs range from 1.75 to 1.90.

a) Geometric standard deviation = 1.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real part of refractive index</th>
<th>Mean diameter (µm)</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>1.051</td>
<td>1.051</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>1.065</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>1.080</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Mean diameter = 0.5 µm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real part of refractive index</th>
<th>Geometric standard deviation</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{2.5}</th>
<th>PM\textsubscript{10}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td>1.046</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

Emission Factors (EF\textsubscript{s}) for fugitive PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} emitted by vehicles travelling on desert unpaved roads were measured using a hybrid-optical remote sensing (ORS) method. This ORS method uses a micro-pulse lidar (MPL) to obtain vertically scanned 2-D extinction profiles. These extinction profiles were combined with mass extinction efficiency (MEE) values obtained from point PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} mass concentrations and path-integrated open path-laser transmissometer (OP-LT) measurements to determine 2-D PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} mass concentration profiles across each plume. EF\textsubscript{s} for fugitive PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} were obtained by integrating 2-D mass concentration profiles with wind data and duration of each event. The EF\textsubscript{s} for tracked vehicles ranged from 206 g/km to 1,738 g/km for PM\textsubscript{10} and from 78 g/km to 684 g/km for PM\textsubscript{2.5}, depending on vehicle speed and vehicle type. The EF\textsubscript{s} for the wheeled vehicle ranged from 223 g/km to 4,339 g/km for PM\textsubscript{10} and from 44 g/km to 1,627 g/km for PM\textsubscript{2.5}. These PM EF results may be used by facilities to determine the impact of the operation of these vehicles on air quality impacted by fugitive dust.

Mean percent differences (MPD\textsubscript{s}) between −25% and 40% were observed between the hybrid-ORS and flux tower methods for PM\textsubscript{10}, which shows that there is no strong evidence to support whether the flux tower EF\textsubscript{s} are generally larger or smaller than hybrid-ORS EF\textsubscript{s}. Comparisons with AP-42 PM\textsubscript{10} EF\textsubscript{s} resulted in MPD values between 222% and 535% for the industrial road case and between 10% and 34% for the publicly accessible road case. For PM\textsubscript{2.5}, MPD values ranged between −14% and 76% for the AP-42 industrial road case and between −81% and −49% for the publicly accessible road case. These comparisons between hybrid-ORS and AP-42 EF\textsubscript{s} show that PM\textsubscript{10} EF\textsubscript{s} estimated by the AP-42 model for industrial road were generally larger than EF\textsubscript{s} derived from the hybrid-ORS method. PM\textsubscript{2.5} EF\textsubscript{s} estimated by the AP-42 model for publicly accessible roads were generally smaller than EF\textsubscript{s} derived from the hybrid-ORS method.

Field implementation of the hybrid-ORS method shows that this method is well suited for quantifying fugitive PM EF\textsubscript{s}. The method offers the advantage of completely scanning multiple plume cross-sections during entire events and allowing for complete detection for tall or aloft plumes. Application of the method for sources of fugitive PM with different characteristics has the potential to expand the scope of current AP-42 EF\textsubscript{s} and increase their accuracy.
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